Dear customers:
Thank you for choosing Dream On Me and congratulations on joining The
Dom Family, a family that has been expanding for 30 years! We appreciate
your feedback and wish you the very best in the coming years with your new
addition. If you have any questions or concerns please don’t hesitate to reach
out and a trusted DOM representative will assist you. Thank you again for

Operating instruction

entrusting us to supply you with the safest functional and affordable baby
products and accessories. Feel free to follow us on Facebook and Instagram

ITEM NO.: #525

for further opportunities and offers.

Dream On Me Inc.
1532 S Washington Ave, Piscataway TWP, NJ 08854
Tel: 732-752-7220

MADE IN FO SHAN, GUANG DONG, CHINA

Multifunctional Nursing Chair

* You need to know these

* Parts

1. How to dismantle the seat covers?

Adjustable backrest

First put the chair flat to 180 degrees, zipper zipper a circle, and then
erectthe back of the chair, the cloth cover can be disassembled, machine
washable (inner core can not be washed,can not be exposed to the sun, in order to avoid

affecting the sponge elasticity)

Seat
Hand washing

Don't bleach

Medium temperature
ironing

Don't expose
to sun

2. How to install cloth covers?
zipper line

* Usage method
Back five adjustment
The adjusting method of the backrest is shown in the following figure.
Adjust the position of the feeding chair
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up to
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and start

using it.
When not in use, adjust the backrest position to
1

zipper line

zipper line

zipper line
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The cloth is paving flat,
A and B are the same
size, C and D are the
same size.

and reset to position

for horizontal storage.

Washing
label

Washing
label

As shown in the picture,the
cloth will be paved and the
needles lined. The washing
label are on the right, and
the zippers are on the left.

Washing
label

Washing
label

Adjust the chair to 90
degrees and put it on
top of A.

Pass B and C through the
middle of the chair. The B
covers the seat cushion
position of the chair. The
C covers the back position
of the chair. Pull up the
zipper and you're done.

3. What matters should be noticed when using?
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Photo 1: Do not use heavy objects for long time on chairs when not in use.
Photo 2: Do not use the above sitting posture.
Photo 3: Do not put the chair upside down.
Photo 4: When the chair is fixed, do not push forward or push back the
chair back.

